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Design Object: Apple iTraceLite 

Objects, whether natural or man-made, are at the forefront of human articulation in conjunction 
with languages, texts and imagery. This has been so for thousands of years; they are physical 
embodiments of our success and intellect (Milne, 2014). The design processes, purposes and values 
of any given item all add significant detail toward the overall objective and subjective story 
experienced by its consumers (Glenn, Walker, 2012). Therefore, it is important that my design 
object, the Apple iTraceLite, acknowledges these factors with regards to its intended target 
audience; graphic design undergraduates using Apple products. 

iTraceLite is the first Apple tracing tablet that incorporates the use of traditional art mediums 
alongside digital magnetic sensory technology. Much similar to its cousin the iPad Pro, iTraceLite is 
a thin, lightweight tablet with a 12.9 inch screen and retina LED backlight display. Its surface is 
completely laminated, as well as having an antireflective coating to provide optimum tracing 
capacity for the user. An oleophobic coating is also applied which prevents fingerprints from 
damaging the screen (Apple, 2016). Unlike the various iPads, iTraceLite serves purely as a tracing 
and drawing device; it has been created to recognise the use of traditional artist tools and materials- 
pencils, pens, brushes and paper- through that of its unique technological hardware and preinstalled 
app softwares. TraceLite-pro is an app created to work alongside the tablets unique trackpad of 32 
magnometer sensors, lying beneath the LED screen surface (Iskn, 2016). Once open, all light from 
the screen will cease; the iTraceLite now turns on the magnetic functions. The user must apply a 
magnetic ring around their tool of choice, say a paint brush, and either a piece of paper or notebook 
atop the screen. This ring will trigger the trackpad sensors, giving it complete detection and a real-
time response of the tools movement on the paper surface. This response then generates a digitally 
drawn copy of the original onto a second device’s shared screen, a macbook pro for example 
(Walsh, 2014). In order for this function to work, the second device must also install TraceLite-pro 
via the App Store. Finally in ‘digi draw’ mode, the magnetic sensors turn off; now the tablet can be 
used together with the Apple Pencil to further edit digitised drawings on the second screen. The 
BoxLite app transforms the tablet into a multipurpose light box. In ‘share-screen’ mode, the 
iTraceLite will copy what is on the second device’s screen, such as photoshop, illustrator or a 
photograph. An onscreen button allows the user to turn on and off the touch function so that they 
may trace without disruption. ‘Free-hand’ mode allows for the user to place an existing hand drawn 
image down on a white screen, so that they may redraw their image onto a new sheet of paper with 
clarity. Specifically engineered to cater toward graphic design computer lab spaces, the tablet 
connects solely through through Bluetooth. This eliminates the mess of cables, hassle of wifi USB 
ports/routers and is a synonymous communicating system across all Apple products, making for 
easy connectivity between two devices (Poland, 2016). Lastly, iTraceLite comes with a built in 12-
megapixel iSight camera and micro SD card slot; yet another way for designers to capture imagery 
for instant tracing and/or digitising.  

A deliberate design decision for the iTraceLite was to limit the experience to that of the Apple user 
demographic; more directly graphic designers and artists in tertiary and professional realms. This is 
exercised through the exclusivity of the TraceLite-pro and BoxLite apps being available only 
through Apple’s App Store, along with Bluetooth as the sole connectivity option. Such a decision 
was made in order to reward these target consumers for choosing to insert themselves and their 
innovative tales into Apple’s very own creative story. Landay (1996, p. 8, 9) makes a point that the 
human mind can only hold onto so much of an idea at any given time. Therefore it is crucial for 
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designers to quickly create imagery that enlivens such concepts, making them discernible and 
adaptable. Sketching with traditional tools allows for this creative process to occur naturally; it does 
not distract the designer with other lesser details at this point in the design process, such as colour 
and brush choice, that digital drawing methods require. iTraceLite recognises these cognitive steps 
within creative practices. With Apple products as a popular choice for the classroom and design 
education systems, (Savva, Souleles, 2014, p. 1) the merging of paper, pencil, pen etc with digital 
drawing capabilities aims to honour the way in which designers have generated and recreated ideas 
for many years, providing beneficial means to uphold, and become familiar with, both traditional 
and digital mediums in such a technological age. Integrating the Apple iTraceLite into ones creative 
story allows access to join in on a myriad of particular design traditions that were ultimately 
established by Apple; such as the ability to make beautiful typography with ease. In 1988 Adobe 
Photoshop was initially created with a Macintosh by John and Thomas Knoll. This was due to the 
products state-of-the-art colour display and ability to handle a larger scale programme creation such 
as this. Ps was later launched in 1990 solely for Macintosh machines (Blake, 2015). These feats 
carved out Apples true identity through that of the ‘creator’ and ‘explorer’ archetypes; proving to 
the design industry that they understood their unique needs and desires to endorse change into 
otherwise ordinary worlds. Where computers were more or less square grey boxes, Apple chose to 
launch colourful, curvaceous designs; it made a statement that one could be creative digitally too 
(Goodnight, 2011). These are some of the predominant reasons as to why designers not only choose 
to, but want to, have Apple products in their lives. They know that in using and experiencing such 
products will fit them into a part of a much larger and highly appreciated creative journey (Blake, 
2015). A sense of professionalism and pride for ones work is easily achieved and shared with Apple 
loving designers. 

It may seem somewhat of a risk introducing the iTraceLite into that of the vast drawing tablet 
market. Yet with its affiliation to Apple, safe tracing and drawing surface abilities and the unique 
capability to utilise traditional and digital art mediums- not to mention the camera and SD card 
features- will prove that iTraceLite is definitely a top buy and must-use object in the design 
industry. A few popular brands to contend with are Wacom and Huion. In recent years Wacom has 
released their Intous, Cintiq and Bamboo Spark tablet series which demonstrate a few varied 
functionalities. The Intous and Cintiq series use a stylus and tablet for drawing. While the Cintiq 
allows the digital drawings to be displayed on both tablet and computer screen, the Intous series do 
not. Both are multi platform tablets and can be used with either PC or Mac. They require wifi or 
cable connection and range in sizing. Bamboo Spark aims to incorporate the use of paper with a 
smart folio and stylus. The Smart stylus transfers the image to the shared devices screen via clouds 
and apps (Wacom 2016). However this is all that the Bamboo Spark is limited to. Huion tablets are 
much similar to Wacom, sharing the same features and capabilities (Huion, 2016). The ISKetchNote 
is a unique brand unto its own and has released a tablet in its very name. Developed by Hautson, 
Vallejo and Jobert, ISKN shares the same digital magnetic sensory trackpad and ring technology 
that allows for traditional art mediums to be used on its ‘slate’ surface (Iskn, 2016). This device 
sends the hand drawn images to an iPad for further digitation later on. However this is all that the 
ISKetchNote is limited to; it does not have a display screen and does not use a smart stylus. The 
iTraceLite includes all features from each of these other brands previously mentioned. Its 
inspiration derived from the older, bulkier, heavier table top light boxes. iTraceLite eliminates these 
drawbacks through its slim, lightweight nature. The ability to connect via bluetooth allows for a 
safer and more compact learning and working environment. iTraceLite endorses the stories of 
design methods old and new; it extends itself to those who love taking and working with 
photographs, traditional paper materials and mediums and also digital drawing. Although it is 
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limited to Apple interfaces, this reinforces its elitism, professionalism and the creative journey it has 
chosen to share with Apple.  

The iTraceLite dares to celebrate the success story of Apple; their creative journey in an otherwise 
ordinary world. This adds a great deal of value to the designers own individual and collective 
stories, for in using such an object, they are professing their love for and desire to be a part of this 
innovative novel. As drawing is seen as a vital need in the design industry, iTraceLite identifies and 
enables tracing and drawing to commence in multiple ways. What more could a designer ask for?  
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